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Abstract 
A two-step procedure for the formation of silver nanoparticles embedded in a glass 
matrix is studied. The procedure consists of: i) the inclusion of silver ions in the glass 
matrix by electric field assisted dissolution of Ag film deposited on the glass and ii) 
the aggregation of silver by thermal annealing. The optical properties of the sample, 
dominated by the surface plasmon resonance of metal nanoparticles in the visible 
spectral range, are studied by optical spectroscopy. The structural characterization is 
carried out by grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering measurements 
performed at the Synchrotron Elettra (Italy) and silver depth profiles are determined 
using Rutherford backscattering. The results suggest that the depth profile of Ag 
might be tailored by modification of the parameters of metal film dissolution (electric 
field and temperature). Variation of thermal annealing parameters (temperature and 
time) allows control of the nanoparticles size. Thus, the surface plasmon absorption 
intensity and line shape is changed, enabling tuning of the optical properties of the 
sample. 
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1. Introduction 
Glasses containing metal nanoparticles are focus of intense research because of 
their unique optical properties. Due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of metal 
free electrons, absorption and scattering by nanoparticles and strong field 
enhancement takes place. SPR properties strongly depend on the size and shape 
distribution of nanoparticles as well as on the interparticle interaction [1]. 
Consequently, a wide variety of linear and non-linear applications of dielectrics with 
embedded nanoparticles have been designed, such as selective absorbers [2], 
polarizers [3], diffraction gratings [4] optical switches [5] or solar cells [6]. 
Several methods for the formation of metal nanoparticles in glass matrix have 
been developed, like low energy ion-beam mixing [7], sol-gel [8], direct metal-ion 
implantation [9], light-ion irradiation in ion-exchanged glasses [10], annealing in 
hydrogen atmosphere of ion-exchanged glasses [11] or single-step ion exchange 
[12,10]. Most of these methods consist of a two-step process: i) the inclusion of metal 
ions into the glass matrix and ii) the formation of clusters upon post-inclusion 
treatment [13]. The possibility of ion inclusion in glass matrix by the electric field 
assisted dissolution of a film at moderately elevated temperatures has been recently 
investigated for transition metals [14]. Formation of metal aggregates upon thermal 
annealing of glasses in which electric field assisted dissolution of nanoparticles was 
performed has been also reported [6]. This approach is technologically attractive due 
to its simplicity and inexpensive technical requirements. 
In the present work we study the formation of silver nanoparticles in a glass 
substrate by the electric field assisted dissolution of a film deposited on the glass 
surface and subsequent thermal annealing in air. This approach is of high 
technological interest as combines well-established thin film deposition techniques 
and inexpensive film dissolution and thermal treatments. The optical, compositional 
and structural properties of glasses after the film dissolution and after thermal 
annealing are investigated using optical spectroscopy, Rutherford backscattering 
(RBS) and grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS). The results 
suggest the possibility to tailor the optical properties of the samples through 
modifications of nanoparticle size and depth distribution that can be achieved by 
controlling the treatment parameters of film dissolution (temperature and applied 
electric field) and post-inclusion annealing (temperature and time).  
   
2. Experimental 
 2.1 Formation of nanoparticles 
Borosilicate (BK7) glass substrates 1 mm-thick were coated with a 100 nm-thick 
Ag film by electron beam evaporation in a Varian 3117 deposition chamber. 
Dissolution of the deposited film into the glass matrix was induced by simultaneous 
application of constant voltage (VEFAD) and temperature (TEFAD) in a similar way to 
our previous work on electric-field assisted dissolution of metal islands [15]. The 
electric field was applied perpendicularly to the sample surface with the cathode 
facing the film. Glass substrates coated with 700 nm thick Cr thin film were used as 
electrodes. When using mechanically polished metal plates as electrodes, the electric 
field dissolution was inhomogeneous due to the non uniform contact between sample 
and electrode, as reported in [16]. Cr thin films, however, presented a very flat surface 
and the contact between electrode and Ag layer was smoother, resulting in 
homogeneous field dissolution through the sample surface. The electric field was 
applied during two hours. In all the cases, after this time the Ag layer was completely 
dissolved, i.e., no Ag residual film remained on the glass surface. After the film 
dissolution, samples were annealed for different times (t) at different temperatures 
(TANNEAL) in order to induce Ag clustering and nanoparticle formation. Annealing 
temperatures were limited up to 600°C to avoid glass softening.    
 2.2 Characterization techniques 
Optical spectroscopy was used to characterize the glasses after the film dissolution 
and to detect the SPR of nanoparticles in the annealed samples. Transmittance 
measurements at normal incidence were carried out in a Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 
spectrophotometer in the spectral range between 300 and 1100 nm.  
Silver depth profiles were determined by Rutherford backscattering measurements 
using 1.6 MeV proton beam from the 1.0 MV Tandetron accelerator at the Ruđer 
Bošković Institute in Zagreb (Croatia) [17]. Spectra were collected using a surface 
barrier detector with 15 keV energy resolution positioned at 165° relative to the beam 
direction. The analysis of the spectra was performed with the SIMNRA code [18] 
using non-Rutherford cross sections data base. Silver concentration is typically 
detected with an accuracy of 0.1 to 0.5% of its absolute value.  
GISAXS measurements enable the detection of objects (particles) of nanometric 
dimensions by analysis of scattering patterns of X-ray radiation incising the sample at 
grazing angles. The quantitative analysis of the data allows determining 
morphological parameters, such as the object dimensions. In opposition to other 
morphological characterization methods, such as transmission electron microscopy, 
the GISAXS technique is non destructive and gives information of relatively large 
area (beam spot up to few mm) thus providing statistically-averaged data of many 
particles. The GISAXS measurements were performed at the Austrian SAXS beam 
line [19] at the Synchrotron ELETTRA in Trieste (Italy), using 8 keV X-ray photon 
energy (λ= 0.154 nm). The GISAXS intensity curves are obtained from the scattering 
pattern recorded by a two-dimensional charge-coupled device (CCD) sensitive 
detector with image size of 1024 x 1024 pixels. The detector to sample distance was L 
= 2.0 m. A motorized Al beam stop was positioned perpendicularly to the sample 
surface to reduce the transmitted and specularly reflected beams. The samples were 
mounted on a stepper-motor-controlled tilting stage with a step resolution of 0.001
o
 
and measured at the chosen grazing angles.  
 
3. Results 
 3.1 Optical spectroscopy 
The extinction spectrum (negative logarithm of transmittance) of glass after film 
dissolution with parameters TEFAD = 300 °C and VEFAD = 1.6 kV is shown in Fig. 1. 
The sample is transparent in the whole spectral range of measurements confirming the 
dissolution of the Ag film. In addition, small oscillations in the optical spectra can be 
observed (solid black line in inset of Fig. 1.), that can be associated to weak 
interferential fringes. Since the amplitude of these fringes is very small, they suggest 
the presence of a surface layer with slightly different refractive index than the rest of 
glass. After film dissolution, the sample was cut into several pieces that were annealed 
for 2 hours at different temperatures (TANNEAL), whose spectra are also shown in Fig. 
1. The samples annealed at 560°C and 600 °C show an absorption peak in the region 
between 410 and 460 nm that can be identified to the SPR of silver nanoparticles. 
This peak follows a blue-shift as the annealing temperature increases, approaching to 
410 nm for the sample annealed at 560 °C, which corresponds to the SPR of bulk 
silver nanoparticles in glass matrix. The absorption peak is very weak for the sample 
annealed at 460°C and increases for the samples annealed at higher temperatures, 
indicating an increase of the total volume fraction of particles. Moreover, the SPR 
peak becomes narrower as TANNEAL increases. An estimation of the particle size can 
be done assuming that i) the extinction spectra can be described with the Mie theory 
and ii) the dielectric function of silver follows the Drude model including a 
broadening term that is size-dependent due to the shortening of electron free path as 
the particle size reduces [1]. Under such assumptions, the particle size (d) can be 
estimated as d = VF/∆ω, where VF is the Fermi velocity for free electrons in Ag and 
∆ω is the full width at half maximum of the SPR absorption peak. For the spectra 
shown in Fig. 1 d equals to 0.99 nm, 2.45 nm and 5.10 nm for the samples annealed at 
TANNEAL= 460 °C, 560 °C and 600 °C respectively.  In addition to the appearance of 
the SPR peak, the interference fringes observed in the glass after film dissolution 
vanish as TANNEAL increases.  
 3.2 Rutherford backscattering 
RBS spectra for samples treated at TEFAD = 300 °C and VEFAD = 1.6 kV and VEFAD 
= 0.4 kV are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively. Spectra for the sample after 
the film dissolution and after different thermal annealing treatments are shown, 
indicating the presence of different elements in the glass. The corresponding Ag depth 
profiles retrieved from the experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 3. For the samples 
after film dissolution, Ag is basically concentrated in a region of up to few microns 
from the glass surface. This region is located very close to the surface for the case of 
the sample treated at VEFAD = 0.4 kV and at 2-3 microns in-depth for the sample 
treated at VEFAD = 1.6 kV. The depth profiles for the annealed samples indicate a 
diffusion of Ag through the glass. For the case of the sample treated at VEFAD = 1.6 
kV, as TEFAD is increased, besides the broadening of the peak in the Ag profile, the 
maximum of Ag concentration moves closer to the surface.  
3.3 GISAXS 
GISAXS scattering patterns for samples in which the film dissolution parameters 
were TEFAD = 300 °C and VEFAD = 0.8 kV, and annealed at different temperatures and 
times are shown in Fig. 4. The patterns show the scattered intensity as a function of 
the scattering wave vector q in the z (perpendicular to the sample surface) and y 
(parallel to the sample surface) directions. The module of q is 4π sin θ/ λ, where 2θ is 
the X-ray scattering angle. Except for the sample annealed at TANNEAL = 460 °C for 
two hours, the scattering patterns indicate the presence of nano-objects with an 
electronic density different than the glass matrix, that can be identified as silver 
nanoparticles. Assuming an ellipsoidal shape, the particle horizontal and vertical 
dimensions (i. e., in the directions parallel to and perpendicular to the glass surface) 
were estimated using the Guinier approximation in the analysis of the 1D intensity 
distributions in the two characteristic directions parallel and perpendicular to the 
surface [20]. Basically, the particle size is estimated from the slope of a logarithmic 
plot of the scattered intensity versus the square of the wave vector, that is expected to 
show a linear dependence for small wave vectors. Table 1 summarizes the results for 
the samples shown in Fig. 4, indicating that the particles have a near-spherical shape 
and that higher TANNEAL or longer annealing times induce an increase of the particles 
size. The particle size estimation by GISAXS is in good agreement with the values 
obtained from optical spectroscopy. 
 
4. Discussion 
The inclusion of Ag in glass by electric field assisted film dissolution is evidenced 
by RBS, indicating that silver is mainly distributed in a region beneath the glass 
surface typically 1-2 microns thick. Due to the presence of Ag, such region will 
present a higher refractive than the rest of the glass matrix, as reported in [21], what 
can explain the interferential fringes of very small amplitude observed by optical 
spectroscopy. Indeed, the modification of the refractive index of glass by metal ion 
implantation or ion exchange has been used for the fabrication of waveguides [21]. 
The phenomenon of ion inclusion in glass matrix by film dissolution is usually 
assumed to initiate by the temperature-induced oxidization of the metal film. In this 
way the oxide layer at the interface can supply Ag
+
 for ion diffusion upon application 
of electric field [22]. In addition alkali ion migration of native ions inside the glass 
(basically Na
+
) is faster than the diffusion of metal, generating a space-charge 
distribution inside the glass and modifying the diffusion of metal ions [14]. Thus, the 
distribution of metal ions inside the glass depends then in a complex way on the 
physical and chemical phenomena that take place at the metal-glass interface and in 
the glass. As pointed out in [23], a complete modeling of the ion diffusion process is 
still lacking. In any case, in the studied samples we showed that by varying the 
applied electric field, the depth distribution of Ag can be modified, with a 
concentration maximum at the surface (VEFAD = 0.4 kV), as usual in field assisted film 
dissolution [24], or at certain depth within the glass (VEFAD = 1.6 kV), that has been 
previously associated to a lack of local charge neutrality due to structural network 
modifications upon the formation of a strongly depleted region [14]. Such region can 
be formed as the applied electric field is higher. In addition, for all applied electric 
fields the Ag layer was completely dissolved. As the film dissolution is expected to 
take place faster the higher the electric field, for the sample treated with VEFAD = 1.6 
kV the electric field was applied for a longer period to the glass containing all Ag ions 
without further supply from Ag layer, in respect to the sample treated with VEFAD = 
0.4 kV. This difference could enhance the lack of local charge neutrality and give 
place to Ag concentration maximum at some glass depth. A deeper analysis of the 
dependence of the metal depth profile with VEFAD and TEFAD will be subject of future 
research. In this sense, RBS measurements using heavier ions could permit to obtain a 
more detailed Ag depth profile that enables modeling of the ion-diffusion process.  
The Ag profile broadens and becomes nearly homogeneous throughout the glass 
(up to the depth limit detectable by RBS) upon annealing. Such broadening 
corresponds to the thermal diffusion of the Ag concentration and has been previously 
reported for Ag in glass matrix produced by ion-exchange process [25,26]. The 
broadening of Ag concentration reduces the increase of refractive index in the Ag-
containing region, what explains the vanishing of interference fringes upon increase 
of TANNEAL. For the sample treated at VEFAD = 1.6 kV, besides the broadening of the 
profile, a shift of the Ag concentration peak towards the surface is detected. The 
diffusion of Ag concentration outwards has been observed in [27] and associated to a 
stress relaxation that arises from the size difference of Ag
+
 and Na
+
. From RBS 
spectra, however, it is not possible to detect the evolution of the Na concentration 
profile since the corresponding signal is masked by other elements.  
High temperatures and long annealing times induce the formation and growth of 
silver nanoparticles, as evidenced by optical spectroscopy and GISAXS, in agreement 
with previous works [27,28]. The blue shift of the SPR with the annealing temperature 
can be associated to spill-out effects [29]: for very small particles (typically below 5 
nm) the wave function of free electrons extends beyond the particle diameter, 
resulting in a reduction of the effective average electron density with respect to that of 
bulk metal. As a consequence, the SPR for very small particles is red-shifted from that 
of bulk metal, as observed experimentally. The formation of nanoparticles by 
annealing at normal atmosphere requires the reduction of Ag ions and their 
subsequent clustering [26]. In this sense, high annealing temperatures have to be 
supplied for particle formation compared to annealing at hydrogen atmosphere, where 
due to the presence of a reducing agent lower temperatures suffice [26]. Owing to the 
thermal diffusion of silver through the glass, the concentration of silver is low (~ 0.4 
% as shown by RBS), justifying that the optical properties of the glass containing 
particles can be well described by the Mie theory and interaction between particles 
can be neglected. Under these assumptions, size determination from SPR breadth is a 
good approximation [30]. The methods used for particle size determination (optical 
spectroscopy and GISAXS) give numerically precise sizes (with uncertainties in the 
order of few percent), but if the assumptions made on the corresponding 
approximations are not fulfilled, misleading results can be obtained. The good 
agreement between both methods suggests that these assumptions are realistic for the 
studied samples. 
 
5. Conclusions 
Silver nanoparticles of a few nanometers in size embedded in a glass matrix have 
been formed by electric field assisted dissolution of a silver film deposited on glass 
and subsequent thermal annealing. The Ag concentration profile within the glass 
matrix formed after film dissolution depends on the treatment parameters what 
suggests the possibility to control the Ag depth profile by modification of the applied 
electric field and treatment time. After thermal annealing the profile broadens and the 
distribution of Ag in the glass depth detectable by RBS is nearly homogeneous. 
Annealing also induces the formation of nanoparticles, which size increases with the 
annealing temperature or time. Thus, since the SPR strongly depends on the 
nanoparticle size, the optical properties of the glass containing Ag particles can be 
tailored by the thermal annealing treatment. The location of Ag, however, can not be 
controlled, as thermal annealing induces Ag diffusion. The use of other methods to 
avoid temperature-induced metal diffusion, like ion irradiation, could allow the 
formation of nanoparticles with a depth distribution similar to the one obtained upon 
film dissolution. Overall, the described approach is technologically attractive as 
combines well-known film deposition techniques and relatively simple post-
deposition treatments. In this sense, this approach may take advantage of the widely 
developed thin film fabrication methods what could open up the possibility to vary 
other parameters of particles embedded in glass, such as the particle composition by 
the simultaneous co-deposition of different metals.  
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Tables: 
 
Table 1 
Sample a b c d 
GISAXS vertical size (nm) - 3.0 5.2 5.2 
GISAXS horizontal size (nm) - 3.2 4.2 4.9 
OS size (nm) - 2.9 4.2 4.6 
 
Table 1. Particles size determined by GISAXS and optical spectroscopy (OS) for 
samples treated at VEFAD = 0.8 kV and TEFAD = 300 °C and annealed for: 2 hours at 
460 °C (a), 6 hours at 460 °C (b), 2 hours at 560 °C (c) and 2 hours at 600 °C (d). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure captions: 
Figure 1. Extinction spectra of samples treated at VEFAD = 1.6 kV and TEFAD = 300 °C 
after film dissolution (solid line) and after annealing for 2 hours at different TANNEAL: 
460 °C (dashed line), 560 °C (dotted line), 600 °C (dashed-dotted line). 
Figure 2. RBS spectra for the samples treated at VEFAD = 1.6 kV and TEFAD = 300 °C 
(a) and VEFAD = 0.4 kV and TEFAD = 300 °C (b) after film dissolution and annealed  for 
2 hours at different TANNEAL. The X-axis (channel) is related to the energy of the 
backscattered protons. 
Figure 3. Ag depth profiles extracted from RBS measurements on the samples  from 
Figure 2. 
Figure 4. GISAXS diffraction patterns for samples treated at VEFAD = 0.8 kV and 
TEFAD = 300 °C and annealed for: 2 hours at 460 °C (a), 6 hours at 460 °C (b), 2 hours 
at 560 °C (c) and 2 hours at 600 °C (d). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
